06 年 11 月 13 日 Report
Written by Chosa and translated in English by Kei

(1) About the menu
We will show the customer every spices and sweets we used last Sunday to put on
the top of Apfelshmarn by a menu board so that they can choose any topping they
want. And we also make another menu board, which is for recommended combinations.
So we will have two boards. One shows just about 15 toppings and the other shows
recommended combinations. Following combinations are recommended menu. And we
will use frozen whipped cream instead of meringue.


banana + peanut butter + nuts or cinnamon)
banana + blueberry + whipped cream

banana + chocolate sauce
 apple + cinnamon
apple + cream + (any)jam
apple + blueberry
 nuts + Kim chi
nuts + wasabi
nuts + chocolate sauce
 anko(sweet beans paste) + wasabi
anko + sesame paste
 ice cream + blue berry
We can sell ice cream and whipped cream just between 16:15 to maybe 17:00 because
they will start to melt. Perhaps we sell them saying about that to customers and make
them want to buy the ice cream!

(2) About the price
We decided prices like these:



cocktail (reserved ticket) \200
cocktail (on that day for first time customer)

\280

cocktail (on that day for repeater) \250
 apfelshmarn (reserved ticket) \200
apfelshmarn (on that day) \250
note: Cocktails cost 50 to 120 yen(depend on how strong and quantity). The quantity
of cocktails are 50 to 150ml. A Apfelshmarn costs about 60 yen. We will regard
customers who bought apfelshmarn as repeaters for cocktails as well. We stamp on
customers’ hand to judge weather they are repeater or not. If a customer wants to
buy both Apfelshmarn and cocktail, we would think like this: he ordered Apfelshmarn
and then ordered cocktail as a repeater, so he gets both for 500 yen.

(3) Reserved tickets
We have to sell the reserved tickets. The size is one-twentyforth of A4 paper. Every
one is supposed to sell 12 tickets. Let’s do our best to get our money back. Hihi. Kei
and Chosa is going to design and Kei is going to printing shop. When you sell the ticket,
please ask your customer which he or she wants (Apfelshmarn or cocktail). Then draw
a line over the word which he or she didn’t choose. Please check how many tickets
for Apfelshmarn and how many for cocktail you sold so that we can estimate how
many dishes we have to prepare. Kei will give you tickets and tell about details.

(4) Shift
3 persons should go to the ground to set the tent at 10:30. And at least 1 person
have to be there after that until 16:15. Then let’s decide shift, I mean who should be
on the spot and what time and do what role. It is from 10:30 to 21:00. Shops are
held from 16:15 to 20:30. 10:30 to 16:15 is time for preparing batter or cooking stuff
or register or , , , every thing!! 20:30 to 21:00 is time for cleaning. 18:00 to 20:00
should be the busiest time so we need many staff. Please send Kei what time are
you free and can be there on the shop.

If you have free time, please be there!!

(5)Equipments we need on that day
pan * 2
 bowl * 10 or more
 spoon * 20
 flipper * 3













ladle * 3
knife * 3
rubber band or sticky tape
towels
cling wrap
stamp
change
box to put changes into and tickets
cocktail shaker * 2 or more
muddler * 2 or more

ice cube
 measure for cocktail


(6)Things we have to go and buy
chopsticks
 cups



plates

* 200
 ingredients

(7)Next Sunday
Meet at 13:00 in front of clock tower. Kei or Onur and

Mona

and Katharina or

Soonho (it means 3 people) will try cooking to make sure how much ingredient we

need for a dish and also take photos of dishes of recommend combinations. Others
please make a sign and menu boards. Boards need cutting, but we have paint.

(8)Next Monday


Talk about costume and performances



Confirmation of everything

(9)Announcement from publicist (Chosa , Yosshi ,
Shamo)
We got our home page. The URL is http://vojaganto.com/
It is under construction but we already have our BBS.
We plan to give every one email address such as [Name]@vojaganto.com to you.

That’s all !! See you on Sunday !
The festival is almost there !!
が ん ば りま しょう！

